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# Page VI: “... Indiviuella...” should be “... Individuella ...”
# Page VIII: “... Policy ...” should be “... Policies ...”
# Page 4: “... in which they have sought ...” should be “... in which he or she has sought ...” and “... to admit them as a refugee ...” should be “... to admit him or her as a refugee ...”
# Page 8: “... since 1990s ...” should be “... since the 1990s ...”
# Page 28: “The provisional findings based on ...” should be “The provisional findings were also scrutinized based on ...”
# Page 34: “... determinant of level of attitudes ...” should be “determinant of attitudes ...” and “... likely to be low ...” should be “... likely to be negative ...”
# Page 35: “... the reluctance seek ...” should be “... the reluctance to seek ...”
# Page 44: “... conflicting policy...” should be “... conflicting policies ...”
# Page 58: “... which resulted ...” should be “... which may result ...”

Appendix IV
# Page 4: “The Swedish national board of health and welfare regulations ...” should be “The Swedish National Board of Health and Welfare’s regulations ...”
# Page 5: “… (13) …” should be “…(15)…”
#Page 7: “… Conflicting policy ...” should be “…Conflicting policies”